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Press Release

Simon Mullan 
Die Fläche

Exhibition: 29th April–30th May 2016 
Private view: 28th April, 6–9pm
Artist talk: 26th April, 6–8pm
Address: PM/AM, 259-269 Old Marylebone Road, London NW1 5RA 

“Mullan’s work is politically difficult and socially awkward: it aims to  
puncture and rupture our programmed responses”  

– Oliver Basciano, Art Review 

Naked Bomber Jacket, 2016 
Simon Mullan

14.03.2016
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Simon Mullan will stage his first solo exhibition with PM/AM this spring, opening on 
the 28th of April. For Die Fläche (The Surface), the artist –known for his experimental 
subversive practice– will exhibit a collection of new ceramic, textile, sculptural and video 
works within the 3000 sq ft central London gallery. 

To be in the company of the work of Simon Mullan, is akin to be part of a conversation. 
It is a conversation of which we find the artist very much in the centre of. An ongoing 
discourse that is firmly intertwined with the artist’s multi-disciplined approach to his 
practice. 

Political, social and sexual themes run in concurrence within Mullan’s relationship to 
his audience and in equal measures, the viewer is confronted with work that challenges 
ideas of perception and disorientation. Some works dance with aesthetic harmony 
whilst others uncover cultural emotions. A deeper sense of play directed towards these 
collective subjects can be seen in his ongoing Alpha Series works, works that wholly 
comprise numerous nylon bomber jackets collected by the artist. Historically tied to the 
United States Air Force industry of the mid-twentieth century, these ‘flight jackets’ have 
throughout decades of popular use been reappropriated within different subcultures – 
assimilated by punks, skinheads, mods to neo-Nazis, the gay fetish scene and high-end 
fashion. As a source material, the artist stitches together patches of material taken from 
these jackets, creating both large- and small-scale quilt-like works. The delicate technique 
of quilting becomes explosively charged for Mullen, who through the process, the material 
used and the history that imbues it, creates an investigation into powerplay and confronts 
the validity and usefulness of hard power that we often associate with masculinity. 
Alongside these quilts we find Naked Bomber Jackets –the skinned jackets now relics of 
the subcultures which he explores, adopting these culture’s attributes as his own. 

Paradigms of social class are examined elsewhere in the exhibition – with works under the 
title of Popularis. Fascinated by mechanical, industrial and construction skills, the artist 
transforms common bathroom ceramics into abstract wall art and sometimes alternative 
environments. The artist challenges the viewers preconceptions, collapsing concepts of 
high and low culture and blurring notions of class. Metalwork is also of interest to Simon 
Mullan, and for the first time we see the artist relinquish production to a third party. The 
freestanding metal sculptures, which appear as human-scale room dividers have been 
produced in collaboration with Wittmann Metallbau, an artisan metal workshop based in 
Vienna. 

The language of video is also of great importance to the artist and the exhibition will 
include the presentation of a new multi-channel video installation. Bimba is Bimba 
Sjöholm, a young Swedish speedboat racer who is observed during a Formula 2 Powerboat 
World Championship competition. Intoxicated by motors and speed, the video presents 
a macho display of power whilst exploring the dialectical relationship between humans 
and machines. Loops of video material run randomly in sequence, positioning the viewer 
simultaneously onboard the racing boat, as well as on the shore. The narrative closes with 
focus on the viewer, who becomes the final subject of the piece.  
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The private view of this exhibition will be complimented by an opening talk on Tuesday 
the 26th April, where the artist will be in conversation with curator and art advisor 
Catherine Loewe.

Notes To Editors

Simon Mullan (b. 1981, Kiel, Germany) currently lives and works in London. Mullan 
studied Transmedial Art at the University of Applied Arts, Vienna and Video Art at 
The Royal University College of Fine Art Stockholm. His work has been presented 
internationally with solo exhibitions in London, Stockholm, and Berlin. The artist was 
recently included in the OFF Biennale / Cairo, Egypt curated by Power Ekroth. 

PM/AM aims to challenge existing models for interacting with art and artists through a 
wide ranging programme of exhibitions, performances, screenings and installations; and 
collaborating and commissioning special projects with external curators. 

www.pmam.org

Gallery opening times: Wednesday–Saturday, 11am–7pm and by appointment
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